
A STEP ON THE G ROUND OF LYRICS TRA NS LATI ON

J. Marcelo F. de Luna

"Whe n you know th e notes to sing you can sing
most anyth ing"

Julie Andrews in The Sound of Music

My long-s ta ndin g hobbyi st's in te re s t in mus ic and
academic's in teres t in Linguistics for their own sake have been
powerfull y reinforced by some readings and activities in a
transla tion course. I have somehow adopted the music - as 
language metaphor aiming to cope with them as a whole. To
this end, I hav e also been aware that " the metaphor of music as
language has three principal aspects depending upon whether
the focus is on semantics, on phonology, or on syntax and
grammar"l. These remarks must be confronted with the
li nguis tic d efinit ion of translation given by Catford:
"Translation is an op eration performed on languages: a process
of subs titu ting a text in one language for a text in another. ,,2

This all, at firs t, may seem rather out of place, However,
our practical int ent is to throw light on a specific field within
the domain of trans lation and music which seems still dark:
translation of lyrics.

A - Do yo u know English?
B - Ehrm.... I
A - Ah! you do? So, could you translate this song from

English to Portuguese?

Fragmentos volA nO2, pp. 77-93
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The piece of d iscourse above shows what the majority of
people not only lay - ones - believe trans lation is. In general,
translating is taken to be an easy task which requires not more
than a reasonable knowledge of both languages in the process
and any dictionary available on the shelf. Conversely, for those
who eithe r have attempted to come across or have closel y
investiga ted it, translating appears to be a much more
demanding process in which a series of factors - merely
linguis tic and extra-linguistic ar e involved. Becau se of the
amount of knowledge required, a translator al ways finds
difficulties which may vary according to his competence and,
particularly according to the sort of text he has in hands.

Moving from the gen eral, to the specific my concern w ith
music deri ves from a preocupation with English lyri cs which
are largely but arbi trarily translated within our country, being
taken for granted as everyday reality by members of our
society. Indeed, my concerns with translation of lyrics have in
great part been stimulated by listening to some 'versions' of
English lyrics and by trying to apply some techniques and
knowledge of translation to make them sound more faithful to
the original and, thus, to the requirements of an effective
communica tive process.

As a starting point we are interested in the role foreign
ideologies play in constituting and maintaining these 'local'
specific sociological models of and for musical realities,
favoured, of course, by our audience and by the administrators
of communication and education who nowadays make so many
of the decisions about what is to have a hearing and a chance
to su rvive.

Secondly, however, we will glance at song style, language
music metaphor and Unive rsa ls in Music, aim ing at finding
some foundation to inv estigate the steps of the translator of
lyrics .

Portuguese 'Versions'; A Sample

The process of hearing is a priori alm ost total. In other
words music monopolizes the listener 's attention, putting him
in the defensive.Th ere are, naturally, some 'laws' which govern
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reception of the musical message by the aud ience. Harold
Powers suggests that the process of approaching the medium
or the receptor is almost always done with an unconscious
gesture. He then concl udes that the audience is not more than
a machine of reacting and that normally and particularly in our
case study, it is a machine of applauding.

Actually this problem underlies a very cru cial noi se which
di sturbs some ears but that go through most others very
smoothly without apparently causing them any damage.

Admitted ly, if the song is not Brazilian it is always rela ted
to some particular interest, either political, instructive or
pragmatic, i.e, how societies use their musical traditions.
Moreover we can ass ume that music is just a small element
within a broader sphere which giv es it meaning in a context. In
thi s ve in, Dane Harwood suggest s that "a particular
pe rforma nce in a particular tradition is so because of who is
per forming and who is listening . Ju st as a community's
co nven t io n filt er what we hear , so does audience
composition.")

At this point we have discovered th at tradition is, in many
respects, a very important element in determining the quality
of a lyr ics translation. In other words 'versions' - as it is
commercia lly labelled - which are done or even performed by
composers wh o are finely tuned to the original composer or
share expec ta tions about what happen s musically seem to
produce better versions. These expectations and similarities are
based on expe riences with other performances; oth er hearings.
An example of a good and tuned translation cou ld be applied
to Gilberto Gil's version of Steve Wonder 's song, "I just called
to say I love you". In subs tituting so me concepts speci fically
related to the American culture such as Hallouieen for a typical
Brazilian even t Carnaoal, he manages to produce a very well
adjusted and at the same time faithful ly rics.

On the other hand, other translations are produced not
based on this tradition but rather on the tradition of the TL
performer-singer , i.e. taking account of the sort of song the
interpreter traditionally sings. These translations are almost
always a distortion of the SL lyrics. Thi s usu ally occur s due to
the fact that the translations are produced by musicians and not
by translators. The former, of course, seem to be more and only
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worried with the melody they have to main tain, disregarding,
then, the tex t itself and the relation it should have with the
original one.

In trying to elimina te some characteristics particularly
related to the SL context, he considers just the text itself as the
supplier of some ideology, for instance. However the problem
of ideology as any other message is not only present in the text,
but also in the melody. The melody is rea lly closely related to
the theme. It has an extr a-musical va lue within the lyrics,
revea ling, thus, cultural and other values. For these reasons it
is useless and naive the transla tor 's attempt of erasing the traits
of the SL cul ture tak ing only account of the text itself.

Let us not go further in this discussion: Instead, let us take
a look at an English lyr ics which was recently translated and
has bee n largely comme rcia lized around Brazil.

"Too Young"
by Sid Lippman & Silvia Dee

1 They try to tell us we're too yo ung
2 Too yo un g to really be in love
3 They say that love's a word
4 A word we've only heard
5 but can't begin to know the meaning of
6 And then we're not too young to know
7 This love will last tho ugh years may go
8 And then someday they may recall
9 We were no t too young at all

"Em flor"
(version) by Ronaldo Bastos

1 Nao sao since ras as razoes
2 De quem ins iste em nao lembrar
3 a sentimento em flor
4 a despertar do amo r
5 Nao se apaga mais dos coracoes
6 Amor nenhum tern tal poder
7 de provocar recordacoes
8 Bastou se ve r rnais uma vez
9 Para sentir que nao passou
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In evaluating the tra nsl ati on above, we can take advantage
of its firs t line - "Nao sao sinceras as razoes" and state that the
TL lyrics is not sincere, i.e, it is not fait hfu l to the original in any
way.

Before going deeper in to the text, it seems necessar y to
make clear the concept of 've rs ion' . According to Bassnett,
versions are included under the head of ' in terpreta tion'. She
quotes Lefevere and says that: "he calls 've rsions' when the
substance of the SL text is retained but the form is change d"."

As a matter of fact, in th is very case, the original text los t
its meaning. The TL lyri cs co mes u p w ith a tex t whose
substance is enti rely different from the SL lyrics. It does not
have a logical and mental struc tu re within its lines, but it is jus t
a combination of words joined by a physical and superficial
device - rhyme - razoes (1.1) with coracoes (1.5); flor (1.3)
with amor (1.4), and not by its interna l a nd cultural va lue - its
message; its content.

Beginning w ith the titl e we can see that it is made up of
words w hich d o not fit in to the theme of the whole text, of its
message. As to the importance of the title as well as to its
function Barthes states that:

" Every t itl e thus h as severa l s imultaneo us
meanings, including at least these tw o: (i) what
it says lin ked to the con tingency of what follows
it; (ii) the announcement itself that a piece of
literature .... is going to follow...',5

In fac t, the title of the original in its 'enunciating and d eiti c
function' refers to the lovers which are confronted with the
society (they) under the circ unstances of love/age. In the
translation, on the othe r hand, the 'y ou th' is a tt ributed to the
sentiment itself which is "em flor " (1.3), and then it is mixed up
with 0 despertar do alllor (1.4). In the following line, however ,
' this love' is already mature enough in the sense that, "Nao se
apaga mais dos coracoes" (1.5), but it is n ot able ye t to
"provocar recordacoes" (1.7). From now on the lyr ics assumes
definitely a nos talgic and lyric mood which is not present in the
original.
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Other features of the lyri cs - if not the lyrics itself - are
very much opposed to the original as well as to the concepts of
'version' and even 'in terpretation' . Indeed, the translator has
created ano ther text and has inserted it into the SL melody. The
outcome, however, is neither faithful to the original, nor to the
TL contex t, for he keeps the original melody that - as it was
suggested above - has also an extra musical va lue. In other
words the outcome of whatever process it is can not be taken
eithe r as an original Braz ilian song or as a translated one, a
'vers ion'.

Therefore, the " raz6es" and the arbitrary criteria for the
production of these 'versions' are not "sinceras" and are very
questionable. So, we can already assume that this is not the fair
and clear way for the lyrics translator.

Psyc hological And Linguistic App roach

The musicologyst Harold S. Powers once claimed that
"apparently as people live so they sing".6 This statement can be
take n as a strong form and as an obstacle in ou r search for
universal s in music. In fact, this statement is as strong as
Whorf ' s li ng uis ti c relativity hipothesis that language
cons trains cuI ture rather than reflects it. Both sta tements
because of their similarity sound radical and many studies in
the areas of sociolinguistics particularly have already damped
them. On the other hand, however, the similarity found in the
s ta te ments ab ove opens up a s p ace for validating the
music-as-language metaphor. Actually, today, the main focus
of interest in this connection is in the putative abs tract
structural similarities of both, language and music.

Nev ertheless, some musicologysts seem not to have
noticed this link and insist on the importance of song style as a
reflect ion of 'social identity', being, then, against any
consideration of music sound outside of its cultural context.

"From the point of view of its social function the
prima ry effect of music is to give the listener a
feeling of security, for it symbolizes the place
w he re he w as born, his earliest childhood
sa ti s factions, his religious experience his
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pleasure in community doings, his courtship and
his work ....,, 7

This vi ew is co u n te r - argued by some other
musicologysts, including Erickson who stresses that:

"The attempt to explain song in terms of some
universal unlinear process of social evolu tion for
all that such dimension can be shown to exist 
is to over simplify an understanding of thi s most
human behaviour.:"

After all thi s, my argument is that universals in music are
not to be found in specific musical structure, but in a more
abstract and cog nitive level. In her article "U niversals in Mu sic:
A perspective from cognitive Psychology", Dane Harwood
points out th at the universal s com e from a 'general human
information-processing system' . According to thi s study,
music is seen as both an individ ual and a cultural phenomenon.
If now we ass ume th at culture is some thing individuals learn
about themse lves and the ir world and that men must
communicate their exper ience to each other, establishing in this
sense a 'universe of discourse', we will be able to conclude that
musical beh aviour is universal. Accordinly, Dane concludes
th at: "wh ile th e specific nature of a musical universe of
discourse varies from society to society, its presence is common
to all". 9

As fa r as the psychological approach is concerned, we will
be int erested in what men have in common in perceiving,
rememb ering, understanding and using musical information
for their cultures as a whole.

n . . . no one has conv incingly demonstrated th at
th ere is some thought or idea, expressible in
some lan~uage, that cannot be exp ress ible in
ano ther."

Actually, I have tried to suggest a point of view not nearly
so pessimistic as the ones which take SL songs as untranslatable
into the TL context. Instead, what we really want is to provide
the translator with the assumption that the tr aits which go
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beyond the text, at the level of the musical universe are readily
translatable into the TL context, for in our view the audience 
if not culturally - it is psychologically equipped with the
necessary tools to grasp and manage the meaning and the
message of the 5L song.

50 far we have said nothing di rectly about the role of th e
translator with regared to the text itself. Let us turn now to the
linguistic aspect of the text an d follow the steps of the translator
of lyrics, pointing out to the constraints which stand in his way
but also pointing out to some way out. To this end, let us
cons ide r the diagram below which attempts to display the
whole process that involves transla tion of lyrics

PART A

TRANSLATOR

SL TL
r - _M_R__ , '-- ----L -' r _M_R.. _,
I LRt I I LA2 ,
I~ I I !E&] IL J L J

PARTS

PARTe

AUD IE NCE
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Part A of the di agram above shows the process of
communica tion between the add resser and the addressee in the
ord inary ins tan t of crea tion and reception of any musical
message. At each level of communication it is usually possible
to distinguish tw o main asp ects of the message. On one hand,
th ere is th e seman tic aspect agreeable with a certain repertoire
of un iversal signs; on the othe r hand, there is the aesthetic
aspec t which is the exp ression of the variables , the different
codific ation, that the signs may event ually ass ume.

As part C of the diagram. suggests the translator will
receive th e message as a summing up of semantic and aesthetic
information which he will have to recode and recreate for
ano ther audience . It is true that it is quite possible due to the
university of the signs , i.e, due to the d ual side of the message.
The lyri cs under th is process is supposed to appea r with
another form but carry ing the original message at its se mantic
level.

Nev e r the le ss, as part B indicates , the re are some
cons train ts conce rn ing rh ythm standing in the way of the
transference of the message.The first problem relates to the two
d istinct rhythms - LRl-¢ LR2- which di stinguish English and
Portuguese sys tems in one more aspect. Furthe rmore, being
lyrics similar to poetry, the transl ator wi ll have to cope with the
poetic rhythm - PRI -¢ PR2 - that the words pla y along the
lines. Indeed , each sound produces a ph onosem antic effect and,
th us, plays a relevant stylistic role in the lyri cs. Bes ides all
d ifferen ces in rhythm, th e translator will have to face an
existent melody - MR =MR - which can be neither sho rtened
nor elongated . In other word s he will have to adjust the words
into the melody, keeping the message contained in the original
SLM= TLM.

As a matter of fact, it seems that the melody stands as an
obs tacl e in the translator 's way or as an exc use for 'bad
translations' . Conversely, we conside r - as it was already
argued - lyrics as a text. In th is vein we assume that ".... fazer
um texto significa trancar palavras. Se fazemos um texto para
cantar, enta o as pa lav ras va o ser combinadas com sons ."ll
Moreover, we believe that the melody and the interpreter,
particularly - th rou gh some vocal devices - shoud provide a
pl ace for the text wi thin the melody rather than distort the
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original message for the sake of the integrity of the melody. In
fact, both text and melody are quite significant and meaningful;
the melody exhales the message through emotion at an more
abstract level of the communication, but it is in the text , along
the lines, where we find the driving point of the objective
comm unication - the basis for cultural orientation.

Along with this point we could add that: "When you know
the notes to sing you can sing most anything". This utterance
is part of the speech of the character Maria performed by Juli e
Andrews in the memorable film 'The Sound of Music' 
Novica Rebelde in Portuguese. In thi s film she teaches some
children how to play with the musical notes and to insert the
words the y wish in the melody. Her su cessfullesson, to some
extent, very simply and apparently non-scientifically confirms
what has been discussed so far .

We h a ve established at this point a firm social,
psychological and linguistic basis from which we can proceed
to consider the translator as a socially involved element.
Besides this, the metaphor of music as language and the process
of translation itself seem to converge, for - as far as the
psychological aspect is concerned - it is an established fact that
music as an en ti ty is un iversal and its understanding is
common to human in general. Based on this we can now assume
that music as language; as code can be undertaken the process
of translation and, adjusted by the translators' tools , can fit and
transmit the messa ge of the original into the TL context.

Translating Lyrics - an Exercise

It is tr ue that some lyrics can be managed outside its
context more readily than others whereas others others are
more closely tied in with a cultural context as to represent more
difficulties to the translator. Accordingly, Eugene Nida says "...
it is quite impossible to deal with any language as a linguistic
signal without recogniz ing immediatly its essen ti al
relationship to the context as a whole.,,12(p. 14) This problem
has much to do with the subject matter of the lyrics. If for
examp le th e lyrics is abou t a general theme like the one
presented in the discussion of 'versions' the translator do es not
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necessar ily find many difficulties and can cupe with the
message very eas ily as follows:

Too young
Taojovens

1 They try to tell us we're too young
Ten ta m dizer que so mos jovens

2 Too young to really be in love
Tao jovens para 0 amar

3 They say th at love's a word
Dizem que 0 amor eurn so m

4 A word we 've only heard
Urn som que s6 ouvimos

5 but can ' t begin to know the meaning of
mas que nao pod em os sa ber 0 que vern a ser

6 And then we' re not too yo ung to know
Porern nao somos tao jovens pra saber

7 This love will last though years may go
que apesar dos anos 0 amor ficara

8 And then so meday they may recall
E sim depois eles vao lemb rar

9 We were no t too young at all
que nao fomos nu nca jovens assim

The lyrics above is to a certain extent eas ily manageable,
particularly beca use of its dic tion . The origina l is al most a
en tire ly substi tu ted for a text in Portugu ese; there is almos t
straightforward wo rd for wo rd subs t it u t ion: hea r 
ouvir/ young - [ovens, etc. On the othe r hand, however , other
words and sentences were changed in order or su bstituted by
other eq uiva lent word s and expressions, maint ain ing the
original meaning: "to really be in love" (1.2) - para 0 arnar, for
instance. In this very case, the subs titution was done for the
sake of meter, (although we are not caring a lot about meter, we
tried to maintain as much as possible close to th e origina l) for
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"really" would be translated as rea/mente what would make the
line too long and not so eas ily adjus table into the melody. For
this reason, we have omitted the adverb "really" and changed
the verbal express ion "to be in love" by the verb "a arnar" in
the context functioning as a noun. For this particular reason
other word s were changed as well : "Word" for "sam"; "then
someday" (1.8) for "sim depois" and finally "at all (1.9) for "
"assim" ra ther than absolutamente.

As far as the message is concerned, the TL text carries the
same logical ga me between society - represented by the
pr onoun they an th e young lov ers - represented by the
pronoun we, in their attempt to have their love accepted and
allowed.

We think one can find in the translation above truth in
content i.e, it is faithful to the original and also accessable to the
audience. As to pe rformance - singing - we also believe the
interpreter ought to be able to resort to some vocal devices to
inse r t the tex t into the melody. Other changes and adaptations
- we know - mu st be done in a w ork which should join both
translators and musicians.

The discussion of the subject matter entails the problem of
lang uage va rie ties in lyr ics whose degree of difficulty is quite
related to eac h specific genre. Rock music, for instance, will
offer the tran slator many difficulties since he will have to
understand and translate some slang, dialects and particularly
idiolects which are p art of the au thor's own language and have
an aes thetic function in the lyrics. As to dialects, Catford agrees
that they may prese n t translation problems:

"W he n the TL has no equivalen t dialect the
tra nsla tor may have to se lect one particular TL
dialect, cre ate a new 'literary' dialect of the TL or
resort to other expedients.v"

the sa me, accord ing to him, happens with registers, styles and
other va rieties. In other words, translatability will depend on
the existence of equivalent forms in the TL language.

Moreov er, th e pragmat ic as pect represents a crucial
problem in trans la ting lyrics. The translator may also get
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worried with the notions of ph ysical and chro nologica l d ist ance
w hich separate both texts. As Bassnett suggests:

"The greatest problem when translating a text
from a period re mote in time is not only that th e
poe t and his contemporaries are dea d, but th e
significance of the poem ...""

One cru cial feature concerni ng this sort of translation is
that the translator will always approach the text either by
choosing to retain or to replace the form of th e SL text.
Sometimes, however, the text cannot have its form replaced, for
this would involve shifts in the register and thus shifts in the
semantic properties of the lyr ics, in the message as well as in
the relation it has with the subject ma tte r and, of course, wit h
the melo dy and the audience.

As an exa mple of the difficulties due to varieties and
particularly as an attempt to show how a moderniza tion of
register would imply in a change not only of the message but
also in different religious interpretation, let us conside r the
translation of Hallelujah 15, a sp iritua l folk so ng of the 18th
century:

1 Come thou foun t of every blessing, ,
vos gra~a, ,

tu,

Vern Senhor fonte de toda ben~ao

2 Tune my heart to sing thy grace, ,
Adap te vossa, ,
Afine sua, ,
Sintonize,
Toca me u cora~ao pra can tar tua gra~a
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3 Streams of
I

Rios
I

Corrego,
Corrente

I

Torrente
I

me~cy never ceasing

merce
I

clernencia
I

compaixao

misericordia
I

Derrama teu continuo perdao

4 Call for son,gs of loudest praise, I I

Invoca hinos clamoroso exaltacao
I I I I

Convoca canticos espalhafatoso aplauso
I I I

Proclama cancoes glorificacao, I I

Ordena elogio
I I

Chama
I

E clama por cantos de alto louvor

5 Teach me some melodious sonnet
, I I

Instrui-me com algum melodioso soneto
I I I

Ensina-me urn som harmonioso

6 Hallelujah, Hallelujah
I I

i\leluia, aleluia

7 Sung by flamming tongues above
I I I I

Proclamada por flamejantes idiomas do alto
I I I I

Entoada brilhantes
I ,

Louvadas intensas linguas
I I I

Cantadas por fervorosas vozes do ceu
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8 Praise th e mount, I'm fixed up on it, ,

Glorifica Eu es tou seguro a ele,
Louva,

Exalta

Sinto-me seguro no monte do teu louvor

9 Mount of thy red eem ing love

No monte do teu amor Iibertad or

10 We are on our journey,

jorna da,

caminhada,
viagem

Estamos rumo a ti

Besides the difference between the syntax of English and
Portuguese, we have been much concerned with dicti on, with
regis ter, with meaning. Moreover we have relied upon the
observa tion tha t: "two effects - meaning and rhythm - can
hard ly be sim ultaneo usly rendered in a foreign language,,16.
For this reason, we suspect we have not cared the way we
should to the rhythm. In other words, we have sacrificed in part
the rhythm of the lyrics in order to balance and achieve sound
and par ticularly sense.

This process is rendered to a certain extent more readily in
songs than in a poem . This occurs - we stress once more 
because of the melod y and the interpreter.

The translation of "Hallel ujah" prod uced above illustrates
some of the complexities involved in the translation of a text.
Actually, our major conce rn in this particul ar translation was
to dec ide whether we shou ld maint ain the archaic language 
pro nouns - or to render it modern. This choice however is
closely associa ted to the tone and the message of the lyrics as
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well as to the sor t of aud ience - in th is case religious - it is
directed at. For this reason we tried to produce a translation
using a register which may be adopted by different religious
services and cerimonies as a whole.

From the lyrics translated one can see that much effort was
dev oted to the selection of the lexical iterns . They should carry
the message of the original and all the references to faith and
God while attempting to relate the American world of the 18th
century to the one of the contemporary audience. To this end,
we established a vertical se t of items which go from the more
archaic - formal sty le - to the modern and informal, i.e. the
one which is religious, but particularly mana geable in the TL
context - Brazilian churches.

The pronouns with archaisms were either replaced by a
lexical item, "thou" (1.1) for "senhor" or by modern and
colloquial forms of them "thy" for "tua" /"teu", for instance in
(11.2-8). These forms are indeed quite suitable and in use within
our church repertoire.

Along with the discussion of the lexical choices and shifts ,
w e have made some deviati ons from the origina l form,
attempting to enshort the distance between both texts and
especially rea ch the audience as a whole. It is worth no ting that
this is actually some thing which the church is worried wi th and
much of what ha s been com p osed recently, reflects this
preocupation. An example of thi s is 'the verbal form "Tune"
(1.2) transla ted as "Toea", the no minal gro up "flamming
tongues" (1.7) which wa s translated as "fervorosas vozes"
which may seem to be high and archaic register but it does fit
into the churc h repertoire. It should also be noted that the
repetition of the phonem e / y / is ve ry meaningful for the
content. Other examples are fou nd in the translation of "songs"
(1.4) which was neither translated as miisica for it would no t be
suitable nor as hinos for it has been avoided la tely. Instead, we
translated as "can to" in order to balance time and context. Th e
sa me happens to "call" (1.4) translated as "clama" and not
inuoca or simply chama. The use of one for m in detriment of the
other would be very relevant in determining the roles that God
and the audience play when facing one another. Still we find a
change in the last line of the lyrics: "We are on our journey"
which wa s translated as "Es tamos rumo a ti". This wa s done
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for the sake of the SL meter and mainly for adjus ting the line to
the tradition of th e TL church rep ertoire .
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